
MOUNANA:  “We are all sick. It’s our health,
and we are being conned,” Moise Massala
says angrily. The 82-year-old is a retired geo-
chemist who used to work in a uranium mine in
Gabon owned by French nuclear giant Areva.
He and hundreds of other former workers say
they fell ill from their work to extract the urani-
um-a source of nuclear power and warheads,
but toxic and potentially carcinogenic.

The miners worked for an Areva sub-
sidiary-the Compagnie des mines d’uranium
de Franceville, better known by its abbrevia-
tion of COMUF. Over 38 years, the mine
extracted some 26,000 tonnes of uranium
near Mounana, southeastern Gabon, before
closing in 1999 after the global price of urani-
um fell and the seam of ore began to thin. By
the end of 2016, 367 former workers had died
from “pulmonary respiratory infections”
linked to working in the mine, according to
MATRAC, a campaign group gathering 1,618
former employees.

The surviving miners, many of them old and
sick, have unsuccessfully demanded compen-
sation for 12 years in the belief they were
exposed to dangerous levels of uranium con-
tamination. Areva, a multi-billion-dollar busi-
ness majority-owned by the French state, has
repeatedly denied that it has any case to
answer. “No occupational disease relat-
ed to exposure to ionising radiation” has
ever been detected, it says.

‘Many serious diseases’ 
An internal company mail dating from

2015, seen by AFP and independently
verified, acknowledges that the company
was aware many of its former employees
had developed serious ailments. In the
mail, Areva’s health director, Pierre
Laroche, wrote that “many serious dis-
eases have been detected among former
employees, for example contagious
tuberculosis”.

For former workers, this proves the com-
pany’s liability and justifies their claims for
compensation, even if it does not legally
prove all their illnesses are directly linked to

excessive levels of uranium exposure. The
firm has refused to give payouts to the vast
majority of its employees, apart from com-
pensation payments in 2011 to the families in

France of two French former mine workers
who died of lung cancer.

The company has repeatedly argued it was
difficult to establish if the rate of cancer cases

among former miners was greater than those
occurring in the wider population.  “That there
was radioactivity in Mounana is a reality. (But)
to what degree and to what extent the workers

were affected, it will be very difficult to
establish,” a former senior executive of
the mine told AFP, on condition of
anonymity. In similar disputes elsewhere
in the world, experts acknowledge the
difficulty of pinning cancer and respira-
tory diseases on nuclear exposure at
work. Smoking and other “lifestyle”
habits could, for instance, be a cause.

Areva has been under pressure to
compensate its employees for more than
a decade. In 2007, French NGOs
Sherpa and Medecins du Monde
(Doctors of the World) carried out field
surveys in Mounana and in Niger,

another Areva uranium mining site. They pub-
lished a report denouncing what they
described as high rates of cancer among for-
mer employees. — AFP 
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Report reveals
bear facts
about the Yeti
PARIS: Legend-slaying scientists
yesterday dismantled the myth of
the abominable snowman, the tower-
ing yet furtive half-human rumored
for centuries to inhabit inaccessible
reaches of the Himalayas. It turns
out, they report in the Royal Society
journal  Proceedings B, that  the
long-sought creature, also known as
Yeti, is in fact a bear. Or three dif-
ferent bears, to be precise: the Asian
black, the Tibetan brown and
Himalayan brown.

Each of these sub-species inhab-
its different niches on the roof the
world, and all of them have probably
been mistaken at one time or another
for the “Wild Man of the Snows,” the
scientists said. “Our findings strong-
ly suggest that the biological under-
pinnings of the Yeti legend can be
found in local bears,” said lead sci-
entist Charlotte Lindqvist, associate
professor at the University of Buffalo
College of Arts and Sciences.

The study is not the first to reduce
the myth to bear facts, but it does
amass an unprecedented wealth of
genetic evidence gleaned from bone,
tooth, skin, hair and fecal samples
previously attributed to the cryptic
creatures. The artifacts-from private
collections and museums around the
world, including a monastic relic said
to come from a Yeti paw-were, in
reality, the remains of 23 distinct
bears, they found.

Lindqvist and her team recon-
structed the complete mitochondrial
genomes of each specimen, leading
to important discoveries about the
region’s beleaguered carnivores and
their  evolut ionary back story.
“Brown bears roaming the high alti-
tudes of the Tibetan Plateau, and

brown bears in the western
Himalayan mountains, appear to
belong to two separate populations,”
she said. “The split occurred about
650,000 years ago, during a period
of glaciation.”

‘Man-bear’ snowman 
The two sub-species have proba-

bly remained isolated from one
another ever since despite their rela-
t ive proximity, she speculated.
Today, the Himalayan brown bear-
Ursus arctos isabellinus-is listed as
“crit ical ly endangered” on the
International  Union for the
Conservation of Nature’s Red List.
Its reddish-brown fur is lighter in
color than the darker Tibetan brown
bear, which also sports a white collar
around its neck.

Throughout the 20th century, fas-
cination in the West-notably in the
United States and Britain-with the
Yeti legend remained intense. In a
book chronicling his trek across the
Lhagba La pass near Mount Everest
in 1921, Lieutenant-Colonel Charles
Howard-Bury describes “tracks
rather like those of a barefoot man.”
He attributed them to a large wolf
loping through soft snow, but his
sherpa guides said they were left by
a “metoh-kangi” , or “man-bear
snowman”.  The report by a Royal
Geographical Society member in
1925 of a human-like figure crossing
a high-altitude glacier further fuelled
distant imaginations.

At least two expeditions were
mounted in the 1950s in search of
the already legendary creatures,
turning up footprints and hair speci-
mens, with claims of sightings con-
tinuing throughout the second half
of the century.  “Scientific work can
help explore myths such as the Yeti,”
Lindqvist said charitably. “Even if
there is no proof for the existence of
cryptids”-creatures whose exis-
tence remain disputed-”it is impos-
sible to completely rule out that
they live,” she added. “People love a
mystery.” — AFP 

MOUNANA: Rolland Mayombo, a former Franceville Uranium Mines, Companies miner
who claims Health problems due to Uranium Mining activities looks on. — AFP 


